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ABSTRACT Wireless communication highly depends on the cellular ground base station (GBS). A failure
of the cellular GBS, fully or partially, during natural or man-made disasters creates a communication gap in
the disaster-affected areas. In such situations, public safety communication (PSC) can significantly save the
national infrastructure, property, and lives. Throughout emergencies, the PSC can provide mission-critical
communication and video transmission services in the affected area. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
as flying base stations (UAV-BSs) are particularly suitable for PSC services as they are flexible, mobile,
and easily deployable. This manuscript considers a multi-UAV-assisted PSC network with an observational
UAV receiving videos from the affected area’s ground users (AGUs) and transmitting them to the nearby
GBS via a relay UAV. The objective of the proposed study is to maximize the average utility of the video
streams generated by the AGUs upon reaching the GBS. This is achieved by optimizing the positions
of the observational and relay UAVs, as well as the distribution of communication resources, such as
bandwidth, and transmit power, while satisfying the system-designed constraints, such as transmission rate,
rate outage probability, transmit power budget, and available bandwidth. To this end, a joint UAVs placement
and resource allocation problem is mathematically formulated. The proposed problem poses a significant
challenge for a solution. Considering the block coordinate descent and successive convex approximation
techniques, an efficient iterative algorithm is proposed. Finally, simulation results are provided which show
that our proposed approach outperforms the existing methods.

INDEX TERMS Public safety communication networks (PSCNs), UAVs, video transmission, resource
allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION
In mobile communications, cellular base stations may fail
due to natural or man-made disasters. Additionally, deploying
advanced networks in some areas can be impractical or
too risky for first responders. For example, the Sichuan
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(China) earthquake, in May 2008, caused significant damage
to telecommunication infrastructure [1]. Similarly, the World
Trade Center attack on 9/11 led to nearly 3 million users
losing cell phone services [2]. In such situations, individuals
require guidance, counsel, and real-time information about
ongoing situations. Often, they must send requests for help
or share their locations with rescue teams. In disaster settings,
where cellular networks often fail, it is particularly beneficial
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for users to establish direct communication with each
other [3]. To address these challenges, using an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) as a cellular base station (BS) is a
key solution that allows fast, seamless, and reliable cellular
communication, crucial for public safety [4]. UAVs do not
need any restricted and costly calibrations, e.g., cables, and
can effortlessly move and dynamically adjust their positions,
to yield on-demand cellular communications to affected
area ground users (AGUs) in undesirable circumstances [5].
Moreover, UAVs offer a compelling solution for enhancing
the functionality of wireless networks in boasting various
applications, including offloading wireless video services in
regions lacking proper infrastructure or during disasters [6].

The demand for mobile video streaming in everyday life
as well as in rescue operations is on the rise, dominating
global mobile data traffic. As per the Ericsson Mobility
Report for 2022 [7], video streaming forms a substantial
and swiftly expanding segment of mobile data traffic.
In 2022, video traffic represented 70% of all cellular data,
and it is expected to grow to 80% in the coming years.
However, this surge in video streaming popularity is causing
congestion issues, particularly for users at the edge of cellular
coverage, leading to a degradation in the quality of experience
(QoE) for these end users. To address these challenges,
recent research efforts have been focused on developing
efficient solutions to meet users’ QoE requirements. One
conventional approach involves deploying small-cell net-
works comprising numerous small base stations (SBSs)
[8]. However, this strategy may prove cost-ineffective in
scenarios with temporary spikes in user density or highly
dynamic traffic demands. Alternatively, UAVs have emerged
as a viable alternative for extending wireless network
coverage and alleviating congestion issues. UAVs can offload
traffic and provide video services, particularly in areas
affected by disasters [9]. Furthermore, compared to direct
transmissions from terrestrial BS over long distances, the
use of UAVs as relays offers several advantages, such as
the potential for line-of-sight (LoS) links with adjustable
altitudes, expanded coverage for groundwireless devices, and
reliable uplink and downlink connections for affected ground
users [10].

UAVs, when equipped with wireless transceivers, can
transmit video footage from the affected area during disasters.
Generally, the effectiveness of these wireless transceivers
is contingent upon the size of the antenna they employ.
Utilizing high-performance larger antennas can enable UAVs
to transmit data over larger distances. However, due to the
constrained payload capacities of UAVs, high-performance
antennas tend to be too large and heavy for them to
carry while maintaining flight capabilities. Consequently,
when a single UAV is tasked with observing and transmit-
ting real-time video data, the range of communication is
restricted, thus limiting the scope of real-time observation.
Nevertheless, this constraint can be addressed through the
use of multiple UAVs, which can establish communication
with one another via their integrated wireless transceivers.

This interconnected arrangement is commonly referred to as
a UAV network [11].
In this paper, we propose a public safety communication

network (PSCN) consisting of observation UAV and relay
UAV for uplink video streaming in a fading channel wireless
environment. The network utilizes an observation UAV as an
aerial base station to receive video streams from AGUs and
transmit them to the nearby functional ground base station
(GBS). Simultaneously, the relayUAVbridges the connection
between the observation UAV and the GBS while extending
the coverage of PSCN. Designing such a UAV-based uplink
video streaming system requires careful consideration of
parameters, including the aerial placement of observation and
relay UAVs, as well as the allocation of resources such as
transmission power and bandwidth. These factors are crucial
for achieving superior signal strength and ensuring equitable
delivery of good quality video for all AGUs [12].

A. RELATED WORK
UAVs play a pivotal role in cellular communications, partic-
ularly in enhancing public safety operations. Despite their
significant impact, UAV deployment faces key challenges,
including energy limitation [13], flight time constraints,
optimal trajectory [14], interference and resource man-
agement [15], and efficient placement. Addressing these
issues is crucial for the efficient utilization of UAVs in
public safety scenarios. Different approaches have been
proposed for the optimal deployment of UAVs, focusing
on minimizing UAV transmit power, expanding wireless
coverage, and leveraging UAVs for relay and video streaming
services. In the subsequent sections, we discuss some of the
well-known approaches in this context.

1) UAV PLACEMENT AND RECOURSE ALLOCATION
In [16], the authors have proposed a single UAV-based
disaster management system for indoor employees in a
multi-storeyed building to deliver wireless coverage. The
authors have considered the problem of efficient UAV
deployment to cover the entire building with minimum
transmit power. The authors in [17] have applied the Particle
Swarm Optimization algorithm in an indoor scenario. The
objective of their study is to optimize the 3-D placement of
UAVs to minimize the overall transmit power. By utilizing
the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, the authors aim
to find an optimal configuration that reduces the total power
consumption required for wireless communication in the
indoor environment.

The authors in [18] have proposed an optimal UAV
placement system for delivering cellular services to outdoor
and indoor users bypassing the load of the existing wireless
network infrastructure with low transmit power. In [19],
the authors introduced a reinforcement learning approach to
address the challenge of enhancing the max-min sum rate
in a computationally demanding scenario by determining
the optimal 3D UAV (ABS) positions and power allocation
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In [20], Shukla et al. analyzed the resource distribution
of multiple UAV-based systems subject to minimizing the
energy consumption and operation delay taking into account
the edge and cloud servers. In [21], Zhaohui et al. have
minimized the sum power of the UAVs by jointly considering
the beam width, height, bandwidth allocation, and position
of the UAVs as optimization variables. in [22], the authors
delved into the joint optimization of resource allocation
and relay selection within a decode-and-forward downlink
OFDMA cooperative network, considering the scenario of
outdated CSI at the base station. The work in [23] has analyt-
ically assessed the rotational angle division multiple access
(RADMA) performance implemented using UAV-BS with
array antennas. To demonstrate howRADMAperforms better
in a low-power wide-area network configuration, a numerical
performance evaluation is carried out. According to the
simulation results, RADMA can reduce the transmission
energy needed by 20%, transmission time by 25%, and the
packet loss ratio by 77%.

Besides minimizing the transmit power, the focus is also
to maximize the cellular coverage of the UAVs for serving
a large number of users. The authors in [24] formulated a
3-D UAV placement problem with the objective of cellular
coverage maximization. The authors in [25] have considered
the optimal placement of UAVs using a circle-packing
algorithm. They have demonstrated that the cellular coverage
is maximized by fixing the UAVs 3-D location. User-centric
and network-centric approacheswere introduced byKalantari
et al. in [26]. For each of their approaches, the authors
determined 3-D coordinates for optimal deployment of the
UAVs that maximize the sum rate and cellular coverage.

The authors in [27] introduced a strategy for positioning
multiple UAV-based base stations in a manner that maximizes
cellular access for users while minimizing inter-symbol
interference. Two methods were proposed for the UAVs
placement. In the first method, a linear algorithm was
Suggested for the sequential deployment of the UAVs. In the
second method, the authors used concurrent UAV placement
with machine learning algorithms. The experimental results
obtained show that user coverage can be enhanced if the
ground users are spread unevenly. The authors in [28]
have maximized the coverage area of UAV-based cellular
communication networks subject to UAV hovering duration
and the average sum of bits transmitted to the users. In [29],
the authors analyzed the potential of deploying multiple
UAVs to improve coverage performance when interference
is a factor. The proposed approach suggests that by adjusting
the height of the UAVs in different working environments,
it is possible to optimize coverage and determine the best
configuration for a particular set of UAVs. This method
provides valuable design guidelines for achieving better
coverage and minimizing interference among UAVs.

In [30], the authors have studied the placement of UAVs in
a catastrophe-affected zone to handle the high influx of user
traffic that typically occurs during emergencies. The authors

aim to identify the optimal UAV coverage that would ensure
the maximum user throughput with fair distribution across all
areas of the topology. The authors in [31] deployed UAVs
in a square-shaped area, assuming that all links within the
region have Line-of-Sight (LoS) and directional antennas are
utilized to maximize coverage.

An attractive area of research is to deploy UAVs for
video streaming. A flexible amount of support is provided
to the existing cellular networks by deploying UAVs for
multimedia services in real-time scenarios. Reference [32]
proposed a virtual reality (VR) wireless network, where the
authors used UAVs to transmit the acquired video data to
a ground BS. The authors in [33] investigated the power
allocation and video bitstream adaptation in the context of
video streaming across multi-node wireless networks where
interference varies over time. References [34] and [35] have
analyzed energy efficiency in a UAV-enabled video streaming
scenario by keeping the flight height of different UAVs
fixed. For multi-user video transmission, the authors in [36]
optimized bandwidth and transmit power distribution in a
UAV relay network to maximize the long-term QoE of the
users.

In [37], the authors have explored UAV video streaming
in sensor-augmented systems and proposed video streaming
algorithms for the sensor data. In [38], the authors proposed
an optimized heterogeneous framework for a video cellular
network, where the authors have jointly optimized the
rate allocation, selection of video quality, and time-domain
resource portioning. In [39], a live video streaming forest fire
surveillance system was proposed. The system is low-cost
to implement, simple to use, and has a large coverage
area. For adaptive streaming in mobile wireless networks,
utility maximization was proposed in [40]. The authors have
shown that maximum utility can be achieved through efficient
resource allocation and dynamic rate adaptability.

UAVs typically rely on limited power sources, primarily
batteries, which constrain their flight duration. For instance,
the majority of commercial rotary-wing UAVs have a
maximum flight time of just around 30 minutes [41].
Consequently, various strategies have been proposed to
extend UAV flight durations. These solutions include battery
swapping [42], harnessing solar power for charging [43],
RF-based charging [44], laser-based wireless power transfer
(WPT) [45], and optimizing UAV deployment [46]. [47]
presented a 750-W 85-kHz band inductive rapid charging
system designed for mid-sized UAVs (drones). This system
was intended for opportunistic charging during continuous
industrial operations. Additionally, in [48], the authors
explored the adoption of renewable energy generation
and storage equipment integrated with traditional charging
stations. The aim is to minimize reliance on power sourced
from the distribution network. In [49], authors examined the
concept of drone-to-drone opportunity charging as a means to
enhance flight duration, particularly in the context of multi-
agent systems.
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2) UAV DEPLOYMENT AS A RELAY
Recently, different authors have worked on the deployment
of UAVs as relays over a region, to deliver cellular coverage
to the ground users when a direct communication link is
blocked either due to malfunctioning of the existing base
station or long distance from theBSs. In [50], the authors have
considered multiple pairs of ground user scenarios where
direct communication links are not available either due to
long distances or no LOS, i.e., blockages. For multiple pairs
of ground users, the authors deployed a single UAV as a
relay in a time-division manner, and the minimum average
rate is maximized by allocating optimum time slots to all
communication pairs. In [51], the authors have investigated
an optimal 3-D placement of UAVs as relays when the
existing base station malfunctions. Three different models
were used to achieve optimal 3-D placement of the relay
UAV. In [52], the authors have proposed a matching theory
to analyze the advantages and difficulties of UAVs as relay
models in bulky UAV communication systems.

The authors in [53] have proposed UAV-based cellular
communication systems in which a relay-based UAV is
utilized for bridging a set of distant user equipment (UE)
with the ground base station and vice versa. This two-way
communication is possible when the UAV is relayed by
orthogonal frequency (OF) bands. The UAVs transmission
power and placement are jointly optimized to achieve a high
total rate for both down-link and up-link communication
subject to the SNR constraints and communication power
constraints on the UAV control channel. In [54], the authors
have studied UAV as a relay for uplink data transmission to
connect as many IoT devices as possible while still meeting
their heterogeneous quality of service needs. In [55], the
authors worked on UAV placing problems in a relay network
by integrating the local topological knowledge, where the
aim was to deploy the UAV in a location with a good
LOS. The authors in [56] proposed dynamic positioning
systems to build a communication link between the disjoint
nodes by utilizing UAV as a relay. The authors suggest
that their approach could find practical applications in real-
life situations, such as during natural disasters like floods
and earthquakes, as well as to gather data from deployed
sensor nodes. In [57], the authors introduced a UAV-based
emergency Wi-Fi system to assist the rescue activities by
supervising the survivors at the nearby rescue camp, whereas,
the authors in [58] have designed UAV-based energy-efficient
relay systems that jointly optimize the BS and UAV transmit
power.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Different from the aforementioned research, herein, we ana-
lyze joint optimization of the observation and relay UAVs
locations, transmit power, and bandwidth distribution for
different numbers of AGUs over a fading channel in PSCNs.
The main objective is to augment the average utility of video
streams created by the AGUs when arriving at the GBS over a

fading channel. The primary contributions of this manuscript
can be summarised as follows:

• We propose a multi-UAV-based up-link video stream-
ing system for video transmission in fading channel
conditions within PSCNs. Analytical expressions for
the rate outage probability between the observation
UAV and AGU over the fading channel are calculated.
Furthermore, we formulate a video streaming utility
function for each AGU. Subsequently, we develop an
optimization problem aimed at maximizing the average
streaming utility for all AGUs. The optimization prob-
lem involves a joint optimization of the observation and
relay UAV’s locations, transmit power, and allocation
of the bandwidth. The optimization is subject to the
information causality constraint of the relay UAV and
GBS, as well as the outage probability constraint
between the observation UAV and AGUs.

• Due to the complexity of the formulated problem,
a direct solution is challenging. Consequently, an iter-
ative algorithm is proposed to obtain an efficient
solution. This algorithm utilizes successive convex
approximation (SCA) and block coordinate descent
techniques. In particular, two auxiliary problems are
optimized iteratively: the allocation of bandwidth and
power with fixed UAV locations, and the positioning of
UAVs with fixed bandwidth and transmit power.

• We present simulation results to demonstrate the
trade-off between the data rate of the observation UAV
and the relay UAV, as well as the trade-off between
the relay UAV and the GBS. Additionally, we provide
evidence of the effectiveness of our proposed design by
evaluating the average streaming utility.

The remaining manuscript is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II provides the problem formulation and system model
of our proposed PSCNs, whereas, the mathematical solution
of the formulated problem is given in Section III. Section IV
presents the system parameters, numerical findings, and
simulation results. Concluding remarks and future research
directions are provided in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Herein, we present the problem statement and a UAV-based
video streaming PSCNs system model. Table 1 summarizes
the important notations used and the explanations that go with
them.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
In our proposed PSCN, we consider an up-link UAV-based
video streaming system where AGUs are connected to the
GBS through observation and relay UAVs. These UAVs are
utilized to offload the video streams from the AGUs to the
GBS over a fading channel, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In our
proposed PSCN, we employ one observation UAV and one
relay UAV both performing different tasks. The observation
UAV is primarily used to receive and re-transmit the video
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TABLE 1. Parameters definition.

generated by the AGUs, while the relay UAV serves as
the connection between the observation UAV and the GBS
for real-time video transmission over longer distances. The
observation UAV is not suitable for relaying data between
AGUs and the GBS due to its long distance from the GBS.
Furthermore, being far away from the rely UAV, the AGUs
cannot establish direct communication with it.

In Fig. 1, the group of AGUs is represented by U =

{n1, n2, · · · , nu}, where the observation UAV equipped with
a wireless transceiver is used to receive the video streaming
services from these AGUs. Moreover, the positions of the
AGUs are assumed to be known. In a three-dimensional (3-D)
Cartesian coordinate system, the coordinates of the observa-
tion UAV and the relay UAV are represented as (ao, co,Ho)
and (ar , cr ,Hr ), respectively. Moreover, the coordinate of the
GBS is represented as (ab, cb,Hb). Likewise, (au, cu, 0) are
the coordinates of the AGU nu, 1 ≤ u ≤ U . We further
define wb = [ab, cb]T and wu = [au, cu]T to depict the
aforementioned 2-D point projection on the ground plane.

We suppose that the observation and relay UAVs are
used for the provisioning of communication services under
the communication range/coverage of a single base station,
therefore, UAVs mobility is not required. That is, only
the optimal placement of both UAVs is considered. Both
the observation and relay UAVs are always located at a
set elevation above the ground, symbolized by Ho and
Hr , respectively. Furthermore, D in Fig.1 represents the
distance from the center of the observation area to the GBS.
Let the ground plane coordinates of the observation and
relay UAVs be represented by qo = [ao, co]T ∈ R(2×1)

and qr = [ar , cr ]T ∈ R(2×1), respectively. Based on
these positions, we can mathematically express the distances
between the AGU nu and the observation UAV duo, between

FIGURE 1. System overview: Overall geographical scenario.

the observation UAV and the relay UAV dor , and between the
relay UAV and the GBS drb as follows

duo =

√
(Ho)2 + ∥ qo − wu ∥2

dor =

√
(Hr − Ho)2+ ∥ qr − qo ∥2, and

drb =

√
(Hb − Hr )2+ ∥ wb − qr ∥2 ,

respectively.

B. CHANNEL MODEL
The communication link between AGUs and the observation
UAV is dominated by large-scale and small-scale fading [34]
whereas the channel between the observation and relay UAVs
and the relay UAV and GBS are dominated by the free-space
path loss (FSPL) model. The fading channel coefficient
between the AGU nu and observation UAV can be modeled
as huo = ϵu

√
γu, where ϵu is a complex random variable

that accounts for small-scale fading, whereas the large-scale
channel attenuation between the observation UAV and the
AGUs is represented as γu. Specifically, with duo been the
distance between the observation UAV and the AGU nu,then

γu =
α0

(duo)2

=
α0(√

(Ho)2+ ∥ qo − wu ∥2
)2 , ∀u (1)

where α0 represent the channel gain at d0 = 1m. The
small-scale fading among the AGUs and observation UAV
follows the Rician fading model as the AGUs and observation
UAV are in Line-of-Sight (LoS) [59]. The Rician factor KC
reflects the power ratio between the LoS signal constituent
and the dispersed constituents in the Rician fading channel.
Consequently, the CDF of |ϵu|

2 can be written as [34], [59],

F(z) ∼= p(|ϵu|2 < z)

= 1 − Q1

(√
2KC ,

√
2(KC + 1)z

)
, (2)

where Q1(·) represent the Marcum-Q function. The
Marcum-Q function with modified Bessel function I0 of
order 0 represented as Q1(a, b) can be written as

Q1(a, b) =

∫
∞

b
x e

−x2+a2
2 I0(ax) dx . (3)
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LetPu be the user’s transmit power andN 2
0 be the noise power

density at theAGU, the channel capacity (b/s/Hz) between the
AGUs and observation UAV can then be defined as

Cu = log2

(
1 +

Pu|huo|2

N 2
o

)
= log2

(
1 +

Puγu|ϵu|2

N 2
o

)
(4)

For simplicity, in our proposed PSCNs, we allocate equal
bandwidth to both the information received by the obser-
vation UAV from the AGUs and its transmission to the
GBS. Furthermore, we adopt FDMA as the communication
technique, distributing the total bandwidth B among all the
AGUs. Precisely, designating xu as the fractional bandwidth
allotted to users nu, xu ≥ 0 and

∑U
u xu ≤ 1. Furthermore,

FDMA is chosen for interference mitigation, easy imple-
mentation, and spectrum efficiency [67]. The normalized
attainable rate (b/s/Hz) for the AGUs uplink communication
can be calculated as

Ru = xu log2

(
1 +

Pu|huo|2

xuBNo

)
= xu log2

(
1 +

Puµ0|ϵu|
2

xu((Ho)2+ ∥ qo − wu ∥2)

)
, (5)

where µ0 =
α0
BNo

. We define the rate outage probability Poutu
as the probability that the communication between the AGU
and the observation UAV fails, written as

poutu ≜ P(Cu < Ru)

= P
(

|ϵu|
2 <

2Ru/xu−1

Puγu/N 2
o

)
= F

(
(2Ru/xu−1)((Ho)2+ ∥ qo − wu ∥

2)
Puµ0

)
(6)

Due to the CDF definition in Eq. 2, the last equality holds.
Subsequently, we indicate the outage probability as the rate
outage probability as expressed in Eq. 6. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the channels between the observation UAV and
relay UAV, as well as the relay UAV and GBS, are primarily
characterized by LoS propagation. As a result, the channel
gains for these two links can be effectively modeled using
the FSPL equation.

hor =
α0

(dor )2
, and hrb =

α0

(drb)2
, (7)

Let Po denote as the transmit power of the observation
UAV, then the normalized attainable rate of the relay UAV
(measured in bits per second hertz, b/s/Hz) can be calculated
as

Rr = log2

(
1 +

Po hor
BNo

)
= log2

(
1 +

Po µ0

(Hr − Ho)2+ ∥ qr − qo ∥2

)
(8)

Similarly, let Pr be the relay UAV transmit power, then the
attainable rate of the ground BS (b/s/Hz) can be written as

Rb = log2

(
1 +

Pr hrb
BNo

)
= log2

(
1 +

Pr µ0

(Hb − Hr )2+ ∥ wb − qr ∥2

)
(9)

C. VIDEO STREAMING MODEL
For video transmission from the AGUs, we assume the use of
adaptive video streaming. To model the utility of each user,
we adopt a simple HTTP video streaming utility model that
solely depends on the video transmission rate. Specifically,
when the GBS receives a higher video rate from an AGU,
it perceives a correspondingly higher video quality for that
particular AGU [60]. Moreover, we define the video stream-
ing utility paradigm based on a logarithmic relationship with
the video transmission rate, i.e., Su = θ log(βRu/ru) as
in [40] and [61]. The positive constant factors θ and β vary
for different sorts of applications. ru represents the playback
rate for AGU nu, which is related to the media outlet’s
physical capabilities (e.g., users’ data rate and screen size).
Therefore, the AGUs need to use an appropriate playback rate
that matches the video’s frame rate and resolution to ensure
smooth and accurate playback at the BS. If the playback rate
is too high or too low, the video may appear choppy, stutter,
or be out of sync with the audio. The average video streaming
utility S for all the AGUs can be written as

S =
θ

U

U∑
u

log
(

β
Ru
ru

)
. (10)

It is noteworthy to mention that S is a positive function that
is concave for Ru, continuous, and differentiable w.r.t Ru.

D. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Lets X = {xu, ∀u}, P = {Pu,Po,Pr , ∀u}, and Q =

{qo, qr }.The goal is to maximize the average video streaming
utility for all the AGUs in a UAV-based PSCN by jointly
optimizing the positions of the observation and relay UAVs,
along with power allocationP and bandwidth distributionX .
This optimization is subject to the constraints of information
causalities at the relay UAV and GBS, as well as the outage
probability constraint for the channel between the observation
UAV and AGUs, which should be kept below a specified
threshold ρ. The problem is reformulated as

P1 : max
X ,P,Q

θ

U

U∑
u

log
(

β
Ru(1 − ρ)

ru

)
s.t. Poutu ≤ ρ ∀ u, (11)

Rr ≥

U∑
u

Ru (12)

Rb ≥ Rr (13)
U∑
u

xu ≤ 1 (14)
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0 ≤ xu ≤ 1, ∀u (15)

0 ≤ Pu ≤ Pmaxu , ∀u (16)

0 ≤ Po ≤ Pmaxo (17)

0 ≤ Pr ≤ Pmaxr (18)

In the formulation of the above problem, constraint (12)
and (13) are information causalities constraints through
the relay and GBS, thereby the sums up-link transmission
data rate for all the AGUs should not exceed the relay
UAV attainable data rate and the relay UAV transmission
data rate should not exceed the GBS attainable data-rate.
Considering the presence of constraints (12) and (13), it can
be observed that the objective function does not exhibit
joint concavity for the variables P , X and Q. As a result,
problem P1 is classified as a non-convex problem, posing
significant challenges for direct solutions. Therefore, we use
the following approach to solve P1.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION
To tackle the challenges posed by the non-convexity of
problem P1, we adopt a strategy of decomposing it
into two distinct sub-parts. Subsequently, we develop an
iterative algorithm that utilizes the block coordinate descent
technique. This approach enables us to obtain locally
optimal solutions for each sub-part iteratively. Although
block coordinates descent techniques have been used in other
related works [34], [62], the problems investigated in those
works are distinct from our research problem.

By introducing a slack variable R̃ ≜ {R̃u, ∀u}, such that
R̃u = Ru(1 − ρ), the problem P1 can be formulated as:

P2 : max
R̃,X ,P,Q

θ

U

U∑
u

log

(
β
R̃u
ru

)
s.t. (11), (13) − (18)

Ru(1 − ρ) ≥ R̃u ∀u (19)

Rr ≥

U∑
u

R̃u (20)

By replacing the inequality in constraint (11) with equality,
we get

P3 : max
R̃,X ,P,Q

θ

U

U∑
u

log

(
β
R̃u
ru

)
s.t. (13) − (20)

Poutu = ρ, ∀u (21)

Theorem 1: Problem P2 equals problem P3.
Proof: Without losing the optimality of P2, the con-

straints on (11) can be changed by the constraints on (21).
Moreover, if there is an AGU u in the optimal solution
of P2 for which the constraint (11) is satisfied, whereas
the subsequent constraint (21) is not fulfilled, then, we can
increase Ru and the remaining adjustable variables such that
constraint (21) is satisfied without changing the value of the

objective, as Poutu does not diminish with Ru. Consequently,
within problem P2, there exists an optimal solution that
ensures the fulfillment of the constraints stated in (21).
Consequently, solving problem P2 can be regarded as
equivalent to solving problem P3, thus concluding the proof.
To write Ru in terms of F−1(ρ), put Poutu = ρ in (6) and

rearrange it. Moreover, replacing constraint (21) by Ru inP3,
we get the following equivalent problem.

P4 : max
R̃,X ,P,Q

θ

U

U∑
u

log

(
β
R̃u
ru

)
s.t. (14) − (20)

Ru=xu log2

(
1+

F−1(ρ)Puµ0

xu(Ho)2+∥ qo−wu ∥2

)
(22)

Rb ≥

U∑
u

R̃u (23)

F−1(·) denotes the inverse function of F(·).
Note that the Marcum-Q function is difficult to compute,

therefore, and as a result, there is no closed-form expression
for calculating F−1(ρ). However, since F(·) is a non-
decreasing function, therefore for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 F−1(ρ) is also
a non-decreasing function. Given ρ, the value of F−1(ρ) can
be calculated using a bisection numerical approach as used
in [63].

Considering the block coordinate descent technique [62],
we subsequently suggest a systematic and effective iterative
algorithm for P4. The primary idea is to split P4 into two
sub-categories; firstly power (P) and bandwidth (X ) allo-
cation with fixed UAVs locations and secondly optimizing
the UAVs locations (Q) for fixed power and bandwidth.
Then, we optimize the two variable sets, {X , P} and
Q = {qu, qr } interchangeably through the block coordinate
descent method.

A. POWER (P) AND BANDWIDTH (X ) ALLOCATION WITH
FIXED UAVS LOCATION

P5 : max
R̃,X ,P

θ

U

U∑
u

log

(
β
R̃u
ru

)
s.t.(14) − (20), (22) − (23) .

Upon observation, it becomes evident that the objective
function in terms of R̃u exhibits concavity, while the
constraint functions are all convex in P and X . Therefore,
P5 is considered a standard convex optimization problem
that can be effectively solved using various standard convex
optimization techniques or through CVX [64].

B. OBSERVATION AND RELAY UAV POSITION (Q)
OPTIMIZATION WITH FIXED POWER AND BANDWIDTH
For a fixed allocated bandwidth X and transmit power P , the
next challenge is to optimize the observation and relay UAVs
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positions i.e., Q = {qo, qr }, elaborated as

P6 : max
R̃,Q

θ

U

U∑
u

log

(
β
R̃u
ru

)
s.t. (19), (22), and (23)

Problem P6 can also be written by expanding the constraint
equations as follows,

P6 : max
R̃,Q

θ

U

U∑
u

log

(
β
R̃u
ru

)
s.t. xu log2

(
1+

µu

xu(Ho)2+∥ qo−wu ∥2

)
(1−ρ)≥ R̃u

(24)

log2

(
1 +

µob

(Hr − Ho)2+ ∥ qr − qo ∥2

)
≥

U∑
u

R̃u

(25)

log2

(
1+

µr

(Hb−Hr )2+∥ wb − qr ∥2

)
≥

U∑
u

R̃u ,

(26)

where µu = Puµ0/xu, µob = Poµ0, and µr =

Prµ0 are constants with given P and X . The problem P6 is
non-convex, however, successive convex approximation of
constraints (24), (25), and (26) through first-order Taylor
approximation based iterative approach can make the prob-
lem tractable. That is the constraints (24), (25), and (26)
at a given local point Qi (where Qi

= {qio, q
i
r }, at the

ith iteration) are replaced by their convex approximations
which make the overall problem convex and is solved. This
whole process is continued iteratively until the algorithm
converges. Therefore, we can utilize the first-order Tay-
lor approximation to approximate the logarithm function
of (24), (25), and (26) and considering the lower bounds, we
have

xu log2

(
1 +

µu

xu(Ho)2+ ∥ qo − wu ∥2

)
≥ RLBu

RLBu ≜ xu
(
ciu − Diu

) (
∥ qo − wu ∥

2
− ∥ qio − wu ∥

2
)

,

(27)

where

Diu =
µu log2 e(

H2
o+ ∥ qio − wu ∥2

) (
H2
o+ ∥ qio − wu ∥2 +µu

)
C i
u = log2

(
1 +

µu

H2
o+ ∥ qio − wu ∥2

)
. (28)

For (25)

Ro = log2

(
1 +

µob

(Hr − Ho)2+ ∥ qr − qo ∥2

)
≥ RLBo

RLBo ≜
(
C i
o − Dio

) (
∥ qr − qo ∥

2
− ∥ qir − qio ∥

2
)

, (29)

where (30), as shown at the bottom of the next page.

For (26)

Rr = log2

(
1 +

µr

(Hb − Hr )2+ ∥ wb − qr ∥2

)
≥ RLBr

RLBr ≜
(
cir − Dir

) (
∥ qr − qb ∥

2
− ∥ qir − wib ∥

2
)

, (31)

where (32), as shown at the bottom of the next page.
For the givenQi

= {qio, q
i
r }, replacing the lower bounds by

RLBu , ∀u, RLBo and RLBr , in (27), (29), (31), P6 is approximated
as

P7 : max
R̃,Q

θ

U

U∑
u

log

(
β
R̃u
ru

)
s.t. RLBu ≥ R̃u , ∀u (33)

RLBo ≥

U∑
u

R̃u , (34)

RLBr ≥

U∑
u

R̃u . (35)

Constraints (33), (34), and (35) are all concave with respect
to Q and R̃u jointly, and therefore problem P7 is a
convex optimization problem. Standard convex optimization
methods and solvers like CVX can be used to solve this
problemwithin a polynomial-time complexity. It is important
to note that the lower bounds specified in Equations (27),
(29), and (31), can be easily validated. If the constraints (33),
(34), and (35) in P7 are satisfied, it can be inferred that the
constraints defined in Equations (24), (25), and (26) inP6 are
also satisfied. However, the reverse is not necessarily true.
Consequently, the feasible solution space of P7 is a subspace
of that of P6, making the optimum solution of P7 a lower
bound to that of P6. To solve the fundamental non-convex
problem P6, we adopt an iterative approach that involves
optimizing P7 iteratively using the specified local point Qi

at each iteration.
Drawing from the aforementioned outcomes, by utilizing

the block coordinate descent method, we introduce an
iterative algorithm to address problem P4. This algorithm
involves partitioning the optimization variables from the
original problem P4 into two blocks, namely Q = {qo, qr }
and {X , P}. Subsequently, we iteratively optimize the
transmit power and bandwidth allotment {X , P} as well
as the UAV (observation and relay) locations Q. In each
iteration, we solve either problem P5 or P7 accordingly,
and the resulting solution is then utilized as the input for the
subsequent iteration. The specific steps of this algorithm are
summarized in the PSCNs Algorithm 1 below.

In PSCNs Algorithm 1, it is important to note that during
each iteration, problem P7 is solved optimally using the
given local point Qi. It is observed that the objective value
of P7 does not decrease as the iterations progress. Moreover,
the objective value is always bounded above by a finite value.
As a result, we can establish the guarantee of convergence for
PSCNAlgorithm 1. Furthermore, bothP5 andP7 are convex
optimization problems, and Algorithm 1 exhibits polynomial
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Algorithm 1 PSCN Iterative Algorithm for P4
Initialize Pmaxu , Pmaxo , Pmaxr , Qo, ρ, Pou, P

o
o, and P

o
r

Let i = 1;
Using bisection numerical technique to obtain F−1(ρ);
Reiterate
Solve problem P5 for given Qo to get x i+1, Pi+1

Resolve problem P7 for the obtained x i+1 and Pi+1 to get
Qi+1

i = i+ 1;
Until convergence

complexity, as elucidated below. In line 5 of the algorithm, the
resolution of P5 entails solving a convex problem with 3U+

2 variables and 4U + 5 constraints, where U represents the
number of users. The accuracy of this solution is guaranteed,
and its computational complexity is polynomial, specifically
O
(√

3U + 2(4U + 5) log 1
µ

)
where µ > 0 is the accuracy

tolerance of the solution [65]. In line 6, P7 is addressed,
which is another convex problem characterized byU+4 vari-
ables andU+2 constraints, with a computational complexity
of O

(√
U + 4(U + 2) log 1

µ

)
[65]. When considering the

overall complexity of Algorithm 1, it can be expressed
as O

(√
3U + 2(4U + 5) log 1

µ
+

√
U + 4(U + 2) log 1

µ

)
.

Disregarding constant terms, the complexity in terms of the
number of users, number of constraints, and the accuracy
tolerance simplifies to approximately O(U3/2 log 1

µ
).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section contains the performance evaluation of the
presented solution via extensive simulations using Matlab
R2022a. Moreover, we consider a Rician fading channel
between the AGUs and the observation UAV channel,
whereas, the channel between the observation UAV and
the relay UAV, as well as between the relay UAV and
the GBS, are dominated by the LoS links. Furthermore, a
500 × 500 m2 sized geographic area is considered with
the uniform deployment of the AGUs. The parameters used
in video streaming utility function are β = 100, ru =

1 Mbps and θ = 0.8 for every AGU nu as mentioned

TABLE 2. Parameters notation and definition.

in [35]. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2,
outlining the various parameters employed in the simulations.
The GBS is positioned at wb = [−2500, 0]T , and the
observation and relay UAVs maximum transmission power
is taken as 0.1 Watt.

Primarily, we consider the convergence of the presented
technique. In the suggested methodology, the observation
UAV and relay UAV initial locations are considered as qo
and qr , respectively. Fig. 2 shows the convergence of PSCNs
Algorithm with U = 30 and Pmaxu = Pmaxo = Pmaxr =

0.1 Watt. More specifically, we compare the lower bound
value of the objective function obtained through the PSCNs
Algorithm 1, with the actual value of the average streaming
video utility computed using (P1). Fig. 2 clearly shows that
the two curves are overlapping, which clarifies the fact that
the lower bound of the video streaming utility obtained using
PSCNs Algorithm 1 is tight. In addition, Fig. 2 also depicts
that the presented technique converges fast, which validates
the efficiency of the proposed technique.

The performance metric employed in this study is the
average video streaming utility. To assess the efficacy of
our proposed solution, we conduct a comparison with four
benchmark schemes: (1) a benchmark scheme involving
resource optimization, (2) a benchmark scheme focusing
on UAV position optimization, (3) the average streaming
utility with relay UAVs, and (4) the average streaming

Dio =
µob log2 e

((Hr − Ho)2+ ∥ qir − qio ∥2)((Hr − Ho)2+ ∥ qir − qio ∥2 +µob)
,

C i
o = log2

(
1 +

µob

(Hr − Ho)2+ ∥ qir − qio ∥2

)
(30)

Dir =
µr log2 e

((Hb − Hr )2+ ∥ qir − wib ∥2)((Hb − Hr )2+ ∥ qir − wib ∥2 +µr )
,

C i
r = log2

(
1 +

µr

(Hb− Hr )2+ ∥ qio − wib ∥2

)
(32)
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FIGURE 2. Proposed iterative algorithm-1 convergence curve.

FIGURE 3. Average streaming utility vs the number of AGUs.

utility without relay UAVs. In the benchmark with resource
optimization, we maintain the UAV position as the initial
position in Algorithm 1, and subsequently optimize the
allocation of transmission bandwidth and transmit power
through iterative solutions to problem P5.
In the benchmark with UAVs position optimization for

fixed power and bandwidth allocation, we iteratively solve
problem P7 to obtain an optimal solution. These benchmark
schemes serve as reference points for comparison, allowing
us to assess the performance of the presented solution. In the
calculation of average streaming utility, we consider the
approach as proposed in [34] and [66] respectively, with
and without a relay UAV. Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the
AGUs count on the performance for the above-mentioned
techniques with the maximum power of observation UAV,
relay UAV, and AGUs, i.e., Pmaxo = Pmaxr = 0.1 W
and Pmaxu = 0.2W . The result reveals a decrease in the
average streaming utility as the number of AGUs increases,
which is expected as more AGUs will compete for the
limited communication resources, especially when U is
large. However, our presented solution outperforms the other
schemes as the performance is improving with an increase in
the number of AGUs, as shown in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 4. Average Steaming Utility vs Pmax
u , Pmax

o and Pmax
r .

FIGURE 5. Average streaming utility vs ρ.

FIGURE 6. Average streaming utility vs D.

In Fig. 4, the average video streaming utility is compared
while varying the maximum transmit powers Pmaxu , Pmaxo and
Pmaxr of the AGUs, observation, and relay UAVs, respectively,
with a total of U = 10 users. As anticipated, an increase in
Pmaxu , Pmaxo , and Pmaxr results in an improved average video
streaming utility for all four techniques considered. This is
due to the higher transmission power, which allows increased
transmission rates for each AGU, resulting in improved video
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FIGURE 7. Proposed method with different video scenarios and controlling constant parameters θ , β.

streaming performance. Moreover, as obvious from Fig. 4,
our proposed solution still has improved performance in
terms of average video streaming utility among all. The
saturation of the average streaming utility with higher Pmaxu ,
Pmaxo and Pmaxr is also observed. This is owing to the
streaming utility function definition taking into account the
value of transmission rate that provides a validation for the
perception that user utility saturation occurs with a rise in the
rate of transmission.

Fig. 5 illustrates that the average streaming utility experi-
ences a rise followed by a fall as the target outage probability
threshold ρ increases. This trend is particularly noticeable
when the value of ρ is small. An increase in ρ leads to an
increase in the transmission rate, resulting in an improvement
in the streaming utility. However, as the outage probability
threshold becomes large due to the effects of fading channels,
the quality of experience (QoE) suffers, leading to video play-
out stalling. This trade-off between streaming utility and QoE
is clearly illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 illustrates the benefits of optimal relay placement
by varying the network size (D) from 1500m to 3200m while

keeping the observation area radius fixed at 500m and the
maximum power for both observation and relay at 0.1W.
As the network size increases, the observation area moves
further away from the GBS. However, it is clear from Fig. 6
that our solution outperforms the remaining solutions.

Fig. 7 evaluates the utility of video streaming in various
video scenarios to better understand the performance of our
proposed method in real-world video scenarios. Each of
these videos has different QoE parameters [61]. Furthermore,
we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach across
these video scenarios by employing various comparative
criteria, providing clear evidence of its superiority over
competing methods.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we focused on the joint optimization of
observation and relay UAV positions, as well as bandwidth
and transmit power allocation in UAV-assisted PSCNs,
specifically for uplink video stream transmission. We pro-
posed a unified design approach to maximize the average
streaming quality for all users, taking into account the impact
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of fading channels in PSCNs. By leveraging the block
coordinate descent and successive convex approximation
techniques, we developed an efficient iterative algorithm and
analyzed its convergence properties. Our simulation results
demonstrated that the proposed approach can significantly
enhance the maximum average video streaming quality
in PSCNs.
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